
 

Important information for models  

„World Bodypainting Festival ®" 

 

Thank you for your interest in being a 

model at the WBF. At this event you are 

going to be the artwork! 

 

Please read through the following 

information carefully and if you are willing 

and motivated to be part of our festival we 

are happy to proceed with your registration.  

Photo: Iva Janezashvili, Artist: Corinne Perez 

 

Premises, to participate as a model: 

 Reliable, as well as voluntary and non-paid participation (TFP – time for print/photo) 

 Do your best in presenting and expressing the meaning of the artwork on your body during your 

stage performance and the photo shootings. 

 Ideally experience in front of cameras and in working with photographers. 

 Please read through all our tips and tricks for models beforehand! The tips as well as many more 

important information can be found on our page for models: http://model.bodypainting-festival.com/en/  

Process of registration and matching: 

1. Fill out online registration form and confirm your 

reliable participation. 

2. Together with the registration form (or via Email) you 

are asked to send us 2 photos of you. Please see the example 

of the perfect photo requirement (registrations with mobile 

phone selfies, fully naked or in winter clothes will be not 

proceeded). 

3. After we will upload your pictures including some 

information as Name, Language skills, Height, Email address, 

special attributes / skills as well as your availability into our 

Online Gallery. The link will be given only to WBF Registered 

Artists. We also have an official Models Group on FB:  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/wbf.models/ 
Example 1 

http://model.bodypainting-festival.com/en/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/wbf.models/


 

4. The artists will contact you directly via email or on FB. Please regularly check your  

5. Inform us immediately as soon as you found an artist and fixed your participation or also if you 

want to be deleted from the gallery. (Please answer on all the requests – tell the artist if you are not 

available anymore!! Models, who simply do not answer, cannot be considered in the following year)! 

6. After we insert your name into the correct artist team and will be able to prepare everything for 

your entrance!! Everything is then prepared at the registration desk on site. 

Please be aware: 

We cannot guarantee, that every model finds an artist! But we are keen to find somebody for reliable 

and anxious models. We further cannot guarantee that you can work with an artist every day. Sometimes 

it takes a while until the first artists contact you. (The hot phase for searching a model is in spring).  

If you did not find an artist before the festival, it is also possible to come to the “Model Meeting Point” 

on site (in the mornings of the main days). A lot of artists still look there for an appropriate model for their 

work. Meeting point: Daily at 9.00 am at the meeting point in front of the WBF registration office in 

Klagenfurt. 

We are also not able to provide any accommodation during the festival week. All models get free 

entrance on the festival ground during the main days as well as one copy of the exclusive Photo catalogue 

with the best pictures of the festival afterwards.  

Further many photographers create fantastic photos that they for sure also share with you. – For the 

registered photographers it is prohibited to publish the pictures in magazines or websites with erotic or 

pornographic content, further a commercial use not connected to the WBF is only possible with a written 

approval from the artist and the model. 

 

Participation in the Workshops: 

In most cases we can guarantee participation – it is a good possibility to practice being a Bodypainting 

model in a small private group! Most of the classes have a short photoshooting afterwards.  

The world’s best Body- and Facepainters, as well as Make-up artists hold workshops in city centre 

Klagenfurt. Being someone else for one day and getting in touch with many artists, building friendships 

and spending a wonderful week together. That is the benefit of participating at the WB Academy. Models 

are needed sometimes for the full day, sometimes for the half day. 

Information about the WB Academy is, can be found under: http://academy.bodypainting-

festival.com/en/   

We are looking forward to welcome you in our Bodypainting Family! 

 If you have any questions or need any further information, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

http://academy.bodypainting-festival.com/en/
http://academy.bodypainting-festival.com/en/

